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ABSTRACT-We apply the results of the previous paper to three special cases.
We obtain Steenrod operations on the change-of-rings spectral sequence, on the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence for the cohomology of classifying spaces, and on the Serre spectral sequence.
In the previous paper (hereafter called "I") we developed a theory of Steenrod operations on a general class of spectral sequences.
Our object now is to compute these operations on E2 in some interesting special cases. We will find it convenient to change the notation of I: we now deal with "vertical"
Steenrod squares Sq?, and "diagonal" Steenrod squares Sq*:
(0.1) Sqkv: Ep2-q -Ep2q+k i0<k<q) (0.2) SqkD:EP2'q -E2p+k'2q i0<k<,p).
They are defined by Sq*, = Sq* (with Sq* as in (0.1) of I) and Sq* = Sq9+* (with Sq* as in (0.2) of I).
In our first application we suppose given an extension of cocommutative
Hopf algebras A -> C -» S, as in [13] , [l4j; it may in general be twisted and noncentral as an extension of algebras, and twisted as an extension of coalgebras.
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W. M. SINGER [.January (0.4) Sq*: Ext|(Z2, Ext« (M, A/)) -Ext£+*(Z2, Ext2Aq (M, N)), and find that Sq., is induced by the Steenrod square one ordinarily defines on the cohomology of the Hopf algebra A, whereas Sqî, coincides with the Steenrod square one usually defines on the cohomology of B.
In our second application we consider a topological group G and a principal G-bundle E. Then the spectral sequence described by Moore in [ll] converges to H (F/G) (coefficients in Z ), and the Steenrod operations on E, look like (0.5) Sq*: Ext»'«C)(H¿E), Z,) -Ext^(/z,(E), Z,), (0.6) sq£: Ext»;«C)0#,(B),Z2) -»E«£*# (//,(£), Z,).
We show that the vertical squares are induced by the topological squaring operations on //*(£) and H^(G); whereas the diagonal squares coincide with the algebraically defined operations on the cohomology of the Hopf algebra H^(G).
In our final application we use the derivation of the Serre spectral sequence
given by Dress in [4] , and recover the results of [l] , [7] , and [l8].
We will find in each of our applications that the vertical squares satisfy the Cartan formula and the Adem relations (both with Sq / 1), and that the diagonal squares satisfy the Cartan formula and the Adem relations (both with Sq / 1).
We also find that vertical and diagonal squares satisfy an interesting commutation relation (0.7) Sq^Sq^Sq^Sq^2
(read Sq?/ = 0 if k is odd). It is likely that these statements hold in general for the spectral sequence of a bisimplicial coalgebra.
The reader interested in the change of rings spectral sequence should cover the first five sections of this paper. left A-T modules. Then Q ® Q is a left A-T module under diagonal left Taction and diagonal left A-action.
Suppose now we are given left T-modules 2, 2 ; and a left A-r module fí.
Suppose further we are given a Z--homomorphism <p: 2 ® A -> 2 satisfying
AT, 2 ) r ® s ® a ® a n-3'2-4)> r ® a ® s ® a P(r-A)®^ r ® £'
Then for any Z2-homomorphism /: 2' -> Q we will write (b if): 2 ® A -► Q for the composition ct(A, Q) (2, l)(/ ® A)(rp ® A)i2 ® ifj). gives a A-action on Horn (S, Q). We now use Proposition 1.5 to define a A-action on Ext_ (1, A). Some conventions: an augmented complex of modules -> A -< • • .
-< A" -»S -» 0 will be denoted A -» X -► 0. By a "projective" left r-module
we mean an extended left T-module. Well-known arguments (e.g. [9] ) show that under these definitions Ext (2, Q) becomes a commutative U-algebra. 
But the second tetm on the right of (2.6) is zero (5 commutes with the action of A on HomAA, fi), and x is a cocycle); and the first term is a coboundary. Hence A(Sq a) is represented by the cocycle D _k(biVÍX)x ® VÍX)x). But this also represents Sq iviX)u).
The results of Propositions 1.9, 2.5, and 2.7 can be summarized in a useful way. We define a right action of U on the Hopf algebra A by setting â®Extr(2,0)
is just a restatement of Proposition 2.7.
Extensions of Hopf algebras.
In this section we show how an extension of Hopf algebras A -» C -> B determines actions of C and B upon A by "conjugation".
In particular we will find that A becomes a C-Hopf algebra. We will then use these results to discuss actions of C and B upon modules of the form Hom^P, Q).
We assume all algebras, coalgebras, Hopf algebras are graded and connected (G.C.). We do this in order to apply the results of [14], but we have no other use for this grading and will suppress it. If 1 is a G.C. coalgebra and 0 a G.C.
algebra we write Horn(1, Q) for the set of G.C. homomorphisms 1-► 0; i.e., gradation preserving Z2-maps which reduce in dimension zero to the identity Z2 -» Z2-Then Horn(1, il) is a group under "cup product", or "convolution"
We use the notation of [6] and write f*g for the convolution of / and g. We write /~ for the inverse of / under convolution, but never for its inverse under composition. In sets such as Horn (1 ® 1 , il ® il ) we define the convolution using tensor product comultiplication on 1 ® 1 , and tensor product multiplication on il ® il .
We suppose fixed an extension diagram Both Propositions 3.7 and 3.8 follow easily from (3.7). Combining Propositions 1.5, 3.7, 3-8 we find that for a pair P, Q of left Cmodules we have defined an action (3.8) o(C, Horn) : C® HomA (P, Q) -HomA(P, Q).
The following two propositions all pertain to this action. They can be proved for
Hopf algebras by analogy with well-known results in the theory of groups (e.g.
[8, Chapter XI, §9l). We fix also a left C-coalgebra M and a commutative left C-algebra N. When appropriate we will regard M as a C-A coalgebra (Proposition 3-7) and N has a C-A algebra (Proposition 3.8). We will also regard B as a right Hopf algebra over the Steenrod algebra (Î, using (2.7) with A = B. We apply Proposition 2.8 with A = C, T = A, 2 = M, Q = N, and find that Proof. This can be proved by an argument similar to that at the end of §5 of [12] . In fact, using the Eilenberg-Zilber theorem one shows the homology of the total complex CX isomorphic to the differential derived functor TorCçG (CSE, Z2) given by oD(u., Ext) of (6.2). 
